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1. Introduction

Understanding the role of online user reviews in e-commerce has
become an increasingly important subject for both academics and
practitioners [8,10,30]. Online user reviews are regarded as digitalized
word of mouth [7] and found to be influential on product sales and
consumer decision-making [9]. The huge amount of information
available on the Web has created information overload among online
users [2,14]. The information overload spans two dimensions. First, as
a result of the Internet's unprecedented spread and the virtually
unlimited online shelf space of e-tailers, the number and types of
products available online have grown exponentially. Online con-
sumers often find they lack the knowledge and time to make the best
possible decision out of numerous competing products on various
websites. Online user review systems, in this sense, provide a venue
for consumers to share their opinions and experience on products.
The venue, in turn, offers valuable resources of information for
potential buyers to make more efficient and rational purchase
decisions.

Second, even though the information overload created by the
availability of a large amount and variety of products online could be
mitigated by referring to online user reviews to some extent, the utter
volume of available online user reviews as well as the great variations
in the review content and quality create another big obstacle to
consumers who wish to take full advantage of the reviews [21]. For
example, the number of reviews for any average ranked book on
Amazon.com can easily reachmore than several hundred, whereas for
popular titles such asHarry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, the number
of reviews can be in the thousands. It is virtually impossible for
consumers to read all the reviews before making purchase decisions,
especially for products that have been reviewed by hundreds and
sometimes thousands of customers with inconsistent opinions.
Instead, what consumers really need could be just a few of the most
“helpful” reviews. Many websites encourage users to evaluate the
“helpfulness” of user reviews by simply asking anyone who read the
review to vote on the question “Was this review helpful to you?”. In
order to highlight such a feature, many websites display reviews
based on the helpfulness voting. For example, the default setting to
display the search result on Amazon.com is to rank the reviews
according to the helpfulness vote. This feature allows consumers to
quickly find the most helpful reviews and makes the consumer
decision-making process less tedious and more efficient, thus
attracting more consumers and improving the reputation of the
e-commerce websites. It is estimated that this simple question “Was
this review helpful to you?” brings in about $2.7 billion additional
revenue to Amazon.com [27].

However, the helpfulness voting is not a panacea. Not all online
reviews received helpfulness votes; instead, a large portion of online
user reviews on many popular websites, such as Amazon.com and
CNET Download.com (CNETD), do not receive any helpfulness votes.
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Without helpfulness votes, the helpfulness voting mechanism does
not work effectively. Before reading a review, a user could obtain
some rough ideas about the helpfulness of the review by looking at its
helpfulness votes. If there is no vote on a review, a user cannot
evaluate its helpfulness before reading the review. Hence, even if
there is a helpfulness voting mechanism, without actual votes, it
cannot facilitate users to locate themost helpful reviews effectively. In
addition, since consumers are expected to pay greater attention to the
most helpful reviews, less helpful reviews become less attractive to
consumers. This may create a vicious cycle in which the more helpful
reviews attract more readers and hence receive even more votes on
helpfulness, while the less helpful reviews attract fewer readers and
hence are even less likely to receive helpfulness votes. As a result,
users may ignore these reviews and pay more attention to reviews
with more helpfulness votes. Consumer decision-making facilitated
by the helpfulness votes, therefore, can be skewed without consid-
ering when the review is posted and what the context is.

In order to take all the user reviews into consideration in
evaluating their impact, previous studies employed various
approaches to assess or predict the helpfulness of reviews without
any helpfulness votes [10,16,21]. The assessment and predictions are
usually based on the number of helpfulness votes in conjunction with
other content characteristics of reviews that have received at least
some helpfulness votes. The accuracy of the predictions relies heavily
on the correct and precise evaluation of the helpfulness features of
reviews that have received helpfulness votes. However, the definition
and measurement of the helpfulness features of reviews are neither
clear nor consistent in the existing literature [10,20].

In this paper, we approach this problem from a different
perspective in order to avoid the ambiguous definition and measure-
ment issues of helpfulness. Instead of predicting a helpfulness level for
reviews that have no votes, we investigate the factors that determine
the number of helpfulness votes a particular review receives (which
includes both “yes” and “no” votes). Our objective is to understand
why some reviews receive many helpfulness votes while others
receive few or no votes at all. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
prior study addressing this most basic yet critical question. However,
our approach and prior studies are not mutually exclusive, and in fact,
our approach complements previous studies. More understanding of
what drives the helpfulness voting would help e-commerce websites
improve the design of user review systems to encourage more
helpfulness votes on online user reviews. Consequently, as more
reviews receive more helpfulness votes, users would benefit from a
larger collection of reviews and better aggregation of information,
thus resulting in less bias derived from smaller numbers of votes. In
addition, the more helpfulness votes a review receive, the more
accurate the true helpfulness level of the review can be predictedwith
whatever methods employed in the previous studies. As a result, in
this paper, we take the initiative to explore what characteristics of
online user reviews influence the number of helpfulness votes.

Using the reviews collected from a well-known website, we
empirically examined the effects of various characteristics, namely,
basic, stylistic, and semantic characteristics3 of online user reviews on
the number of helpfulness votes that the reviews have received. Basic
characteristics include information that can be easily observed and
straightforward, such as the reviewer's rating of the product, the
review's posting time, etc. Stylistic characteristics represent some key
features of reviewers' writing styles. For example, one reviewer might
prefer to write short sentences using simple words, while another
tends to write long sentences using sophisticated words. Semantic
characteristics refer to the meaning of the words in the review, that is,
words may have different influences on readers' propensity to vote.
For example, a review containing the words “it is a wise investment
3 These characteristics have been extensively used in the previous studies
[10,16,20].
on this software” might attract more votes than a review saying “it is
good software.” In other words, a review with the words “wise
investment” may have a higher likelihood of receiving votes than a
review using the single word “good.” However, it is hard to quantify
semantic characteristics due to the large amount of text to be
processed. To overcome this challenge, we extracted semantic
characteristics from the review texts by employing a text mining
methodology, and then compared and contrasted the effects of the
basic, stylistic and semantic characteristics on the number of
helpfulness votes the reviews received. Previous studies have
documented mixed results on the impact of semantic characteristics
in predicting helpfulness of online user reviews [10,16,20]. However,
our findings show that semantic characteristics are more influential
than the other characteristics in affecting howmany helpfulness votes
the reviews receive. This finding distinguishes our approach from
previous studies on the effects of semantic characteristics.

This study contributes to the behavioral research by providing a
new perspective in understanding online user voting behavior. Our
findings show that the reviews with the most extreme opinions
receive more helpfulness votes than those with mixed or neutral,
indicating that people tend to pay more attention to extreme
opinions. This finding also provides major implications to marketing
practitioners in that “extremeness” of opinions could be used to
attract customers' attention.

Our research expands the text mining research literature by
employing text mining methodology in studying online user reviews.
Online user reviews contain very rich textual information, but it is
difficult to quantify the often ambiguous textual information from
reviews, especially for large amounts of text [23]. Previous research
has employed content analysis [15,17], but this methodology is
extremely time-consuming when the amount of text is very large. As
an alternative to this arduous method, text mining techniques have
gained more and more attention from academic researchers.
However, methods to quantify textual information and the real
value of text mining techniques in this regard remain unclear [10,20].
Our study applied the text mining approach by extracting the
semantic characteristics from reviews' texts, and further utilized
these characteristics along with basic and stylistic characteristics in
ordinal logistic regression models to examine what factors determine
the number of helpfulness votes a review receives. Our findings
suggest that the semantic feature of reviews has a significant impact
on the number of helpfulness votes the reviews receive. This finding
demonstrates the importance of employing more viable text mining
techniques in uncovering the information content and exploring the
influence of online user reviews.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows. In the next section, we
review the related studies. We then describe the data, develop our
research methodology, and present the empirical result. In the last
section, we discuss the results and implications, and conclude the
paper by discussing the limitations and identifying areas for future
research.
2. Literature review

2.1. Helpfulness of online user reviews

Extant studies have documented various definitions and measure-
ments of helpfulness of online user reviews. Many websites simply
ask users a question “Is this review helpful to you?” The answer can
then be merely “yes” or “no.” Users' answers to this question are
typically summarized in the form of a proportion, for example, “20 out
of 100 people think this review helpful,”which is normally referred to
as the helpfulness of review by previous studies [10,11,16,21].
Although this paper focuses on examining whether users would
submit their votes to this question or not, it is important to review and
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understand the definition and measurement of helpfulness in
previous research.

Several approaches have been suggested to measure, model, and
predict helpfulness. Helpfulness is defined as the percentage of the
helpfulness votes, which is the number of helpful votes divided by the
total number of votes [16]. For example, for a review with “20 out of
100 people think this review helpful,” the helpfulness is quantified as
0.2. Liu et al. [20] manually coded the helpfulness of reviews as good,
fair, and bad according to informativeness, readability and subjectivity
of reviews. Another study proposed a binary measure of helpfulness
by transforming the raw percentage of voting to 0 or 1, for “unhelpful”
and “helpful”, respectively, based on whether the raw percentage
exceeds a benchmark cutoff value [10]. In this study, the final
definition of helpfulness is simply a dummy variable indicating
whether the review is helpful to the reader or not. All these existing
definitions and measurements of helpfulness of online user reviews
essentially aim to estimate to what extent reviews are helpful for
consumer decision-making. Except for the definition in [20], other
definitions require viewers' voting on whether they feel a specific
review is helpful or not. Nevertheless, a prominent phenomenon
observed in most e-commerce websites is that not all reviews receive
helpfulness votes. In fact, a large percentage of online reviews inmany
websites have never received a single vote in regards to their
helpfulness. Kim et al. [16] found that 38% of the 20,919 reviews for all
MP3 player products on Amazon.com received three or fewer
helpfulness votes. Our data contain about 3500 reviews at CNETD,
and 51% of them have never received a single vote on helpfulness.

It is then legitimate to ask the question: “Are those reviews
without any helpfulness votes in fact unhelpful?” Besides the content
and quality of reviews, there are many other reasons that a specific
review does not receive any helpfulness vote. For example, the review
could be posted recently at the time researchers were collecting the
data, and therefore few users had the opportunity to read and
evaluate the review. Some reviewsmay simply be too long to hold the
attention of users, and as a result, they do not vote on helpfulness.
Other characteristics of reviews, such as format and tone, could also
prevent them from receiving helpfulness votes from users. All the
aforementioned factors, however, do not necessarily suggest that the
reviews do not contain valuable information about the product even
without any helpfulness votes.

A few recent studies attempted to address the question of how to
ascertain the helpfulness of reviews that lacked votes by exploring the
characteristics of reviews with many helpfulness votes using data
mining techniques, and then employing predictive models to
determine the helpfulness of reviews without helpfulness votes.
Kim et al. [16] assessed the helpfulness of online reviews for two
categories of products (MP3 players and digital cameras) using
several review characteristics to rank the reviews in terms of their
helpfulness. They looked into several characteristics of online
reviews: the structural (the length of words, number of sentences,
the average sentence length, etc.), lexical (term frequency and inverse
document frequency), syntactic (the percentage of tokens that are
nouns, the percentage of tokens that are verbs, etc.), semantic
(positive and negative sentiment words), and meta-data features
(the reviewer's rating on the product). They found that the threemost
useful characteristics to rank the reviews in terms of helpfulness are
the length of the review, lexical features, and reviewer's rating,
whereas other structural and syntactic features have no significant
impact on the prediction of helpfulness.

Forman et al. [10] investigated the reviews for three types of
products on Amazon.com (audio and video players, digital cameras,
and DVDs). They examined three characteristics: reviewer informa-
tion, readability of the review text, and subjectivity of the review text.
They found that reviews with a mixture of subjective and objective
elements are more helpful. They also found that the readability of
reviews has a positive impact on perceived helpfulness, and spelling
errors have a negative impact on helpfulness. Furthermore, their
findings suggest that the reviewer information, the review subjectiv-
ity features, and the review readability features are “interchangeable”
in predicting helpfulness of reviews. In other words, any of these three
features can have very similar predicting power respectively.

Liu et al. [20] also examined reviews of digital cameras on Amazon.
com and explored features such as readability, subjectivity, and
informativeness (that is, how much information contained in the
review, for example, the number of words, the number of sentences,
the number of brand names, the number of product features, and etc.).
Their purpose was to use these features to detect low-quality
(unhelpful) reviews. Using a Support Vector Machines (SVM)
classification model, they classified the quality of reviews and found
that the model performs well.

Liu et al. [21] examined movie reviews on IMDB website and
attempted to predict the helpfulness of reviews that did not receive
any votes. They constructed a model to predict helpfulness using
features such as reviewer expertise, writing style, and timeliness of
the review. Their study differed from others in that they only included
the reviews with at least 10 helpfulness votes in building the
predictive model. Their predictive model was based on radial basis
functions and was found to outperform a linear regression model.

To the best of our knowledge, extant studies on investigating the
helpfulness of online reviews used only reviews with helpfulness
votes in their data analyses, leaving out those reviews without votes
so that their helpfulness level can be predicted. However, we noticed
that no prior studies have addressed a basic yet important question:
Why do some reviews receive many helpfulness votes while others
receive a few or no votes? Are the underlying causes the same for all
the reviews that did not receive any helpfulness vote? If the answer is
no, we should not treat all the reviews without any helpfulness votes
the same in predicting their helpfulness. Instead, more understanding
of why they did not receive helpfulness votes will help discriminate
between the helpful and unhelpful reviews and allow better
predictive models to be constructed. More importantly, more
understanding of why different reviews receive various number of
helpfulness votes would help us improve the design of the online user
feedback systems, in which significantly more helpfulness votes will
be cast for as many reviews as possible, thus providing a better idea
the true helpfulness of online user reviews. Therefore, in this paper,
we take the initiative to investigate why some reviews do not receive
helpfulness votes by exploring characteristics of online user reviews
and their effects on influencing helpfulness votes.

2.2. Text analysis of online user review

While earlier studies primarily addressed the relationship be-
tween online user review valence/volume and product sales [4,9],
there is an emerging research area that pays more attention to the
detailed text information generated in reviews. Content analysis was
utilized to quantify the feedback text comments on eBay [23]. The
findings suggest that the rich content of feedback text comments
plays an important role in building a buyer's trust in a seller. More
recently, text mining is gaining popularity in IS research and various
text mining techniques have been developed to quantify textual
information [19,26,29]. Recently, for example, latent semantic
analysis was used to discover the “intellectual core” of IS research
[26]. In that research, five core research areas in IS discipline were
identified, by analyzing abstracts of all research papers published
from 1985 to 2006 in three top IS research journals (that is, MIS
Quarterly, Information Systems Research, and Journal of Management
Information Systems) [26]. Wei et al. [29] also used latent semantic
indexing to cluster similar organizational documents in multilingual
forms in order to better manage knowledge in organizations.

The helpfulness of reviews, by and large, is closely related to the
detailed text information contained in the reviews, that is, whether



Table 1
Number of software programs and reviews by category.

Category Number of
software

Number of
reviews

Reviews
percentage (%)

Antivirus software 4 772 22.31
Auction tools 1* 28 0.81
Automation software 1 6 0.17
BIOS and system updates 2 41 1.18
Backup software 4 69 1.99
Bookmark managers 1 12 0.35
CD-ROM 1 98 2.83
Collaboration tools 1 8 0.23
Diagnostic software 8 912 26.36
Display and video 1 8 0.23
Download managers 1 1 0.03
E-commerce 1 15 0.43
Encryption software 11 267 7.72
FTP software 4 45 1.30
Fax-modems and ISDN 2 18 0.52
File compression 3 127 3.67
File management 8 243 7.02
File sharing 1 7 0.20
Marketing tools 2 27 0.78
Miscellaneous 4 61 1.76
Network 6 109 3.15
Online form tools 1 10 0.29
Printers 1 45 1.30
Search tools 2 30 0.87
Software removal 2 32 0.92
Sound and multimedia 1 83 2.40
System utilities 12 370 10.69
Tools and editors 1 16 0.46
Total 87 3460 100.00

*Note: There is only one software program in some categories in our randomly-selected
sample, however, there aremore than one software programs in these categories at CNET.

Table 2
Number of software programs by number of reviews.

Number of reviews (n) Number of software Percentage (%)

n≤10 23 26.4
10bn≤30 42 48.3
30bn≤100 16 18.4
nN100 6 6.9
Total 87 100.0
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the information itself is helpful for the viewers to make purchase
decisions. Though many extant studies, as discussed above, simply
used the ratio of helpfulness votes to represent the information, a few
studies have realized the importance of delving deeper into detailed
text analysis [10,16,20,21]. For example, users' opinions are often
extracted from online reviews to predict product sales [3]. Although
various characteristics of reviews were explored in the previous
research, the impact of a number of textual characteristics, such as
structural, syntactic, and semantic characteristics, on viewers' assess-
ments of helpfulness is yet to be examined due to the difficulty and
complexity of the text analysis. Additionally, there is no consistent
evidence of their distinct influence on the helpfulness of reviews. In
particular, there are mixed results on the influence of semantic
characteristics. Therefore, it is imperative to further explore effects of
the textual characteristics in online user reviews in the study of
helpfulness.

Our paper differs significantly from previous studies in that we
explore the effects of various characteristics of online user reviews on
the amount of helpfulness votes reviews receive. Another key aspect
of our study that differs significantly from prior research is that we
also include reviews without helpfulness votes in our data analysis.
Furthermore, we incorporate in our model both textual and non-
textual characteristics of reviews. Finally, we also compare effects of
different combinations of those characteristics on helpfulness votes.

3. Research methods

3.1. Data collection

Data for this research were collected from CNET Download.com
(CNETD: http://www.download.com), which is a leading and repre-
sentative online platform of the software market. CNETD, a part of
CNET network, is a library of more than 50,000 free or free-to-try
software programs for Windows, Mac, mobile devices, and Webware.
CNETD evaluates and categorizes software programs into different
groups to facilitate user search. In addition to providing a detailed
description of product features for each software program, CNETD
updates the cumulative number of downloads on a daily basis.
Furthermore, the most recent week's download number is also
displayed for each software product. CNETD provides an ideal
environment for this study since none of the parties (users, CNETD,
and software owners) would benefit directly from the increase of the
software download, hence there is no or low incentive for any of them
tomanipulate the user reviews as a disguised “promotional chat” [22].

CNETD offers a widely accepted user feedback system for online
users to share their opinions and experiences. The user review system
includes detailed comments and an overall evaluation indicated by a
five-star user rating system. A particular advantage of CNETD's online
feedback system is that the website displays the entire history of all
user reviews posted for a particular listing, which offers a unique
opportunity for this study to examine the dynamics of online user
reviews.

We collected the entire history of review data up to May 2009 for
software programs in one of the largest groups of Windows software
(Enterprise Computing), which includes a wide variety of various
categories (please refer to Table 1 for more details on the categories
included). For each software program, we collected all the reviews
posted, with each record consisting of: reviewer's user ID, review post
time, the title of the review, pros, cons, summary, and the number of
helpfulness votes received out of the total number of votes. In
addition, we also collected the average user rating and the total
number of ratings (many users only submit a rating, but not detailed
reviews) for each software program. Our sample consists of 87
software programs, which belong to 28 unique categories that are
large enough to provide a diversified coverage of various software
programs. The total number of user reviews for the 87 software
programs are 3460. Table 1 lists the number of software programs and
reviews in each category. Table 2 presents the distribution of the
number of reviews received by the software programs.

As mentioned earlier, a large number of reviews in our sample did
not receive a single helpfulness vote. Table 3 shows the distribution of
reviews by the number of helpfulness votes. Note that one category
contains reviews that received seven or more helpfulness votes. This
is because as the number of helpfulness votes for a review increases,
the number of such reviews decreases sharply. For example, there are
nine reviews that received ten helpfulness votes, whereas only three
reviews received 15 votes, and there are very few reviews with more.
In analyzing the number of votes that reviews received, we combined
the number of reviews that received seven votes and above into one
group representing the reviews with “many” helpfulness votes, in
order to ensure enough observations.
3.2. User reviews at CNETD

Fig. 1 shows a typical user review at CNETD. The average user star
rating of the software program is shown in the upper left corner of
Fig. 1. The individual user's review is presented in the following part in
Fig. 1. It begins with an individual reviewer's star rating and is fol-
lowed by version, title, reviewer's name, posting date, pros, cons, and

http://www.download.com


Table 3
Reviews by number of helpfulness votes.

Number of
helpfulness votes

Number of
reviews

Percentage
(%)

0 1785 51.59
1 700 20.23
2 363 10.49
3 215 6.21
4 93 2.69
5 57 1.65
6 42 1.21
N=7 205 5.93
Total 3460 100.00
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summary of the review. The number of helpfulness votes for the
review is listed on the upper right part of Fig. 1 (circled).

We categorize the available information from the reviews into
three types of characteristics, namely, basic, stylistic, and semantic
characteristics, which have been extensively used in previous
explorative studies [10,16,20,21] in which researchers integrate all
information available in user reviews attempting to discover
interesting patterns and trends. In our study, we aim to examine
whether those three types of characteristics have any impact on the
number of helpfulness votes that reviews receive and are especially
interested to see if semantic characteristics are influential in
encouraging helpfulness votes.

3.2.1. Basic characteristics of review
The first type of information is what we can directly observe from a

review (e.g., the information shown in Fig. 1), including (1) whether
the reviewer wrote about “pros,” (2) whether the reviewer wrote
about “cons”, (3) whether the reviewer wrote anything in the
summary, (4) how many days since the posting date, and (5) the
“extremeness” level of the review, which can be roughly estimated as
the absolute value of the difference between the reviewers' rating and
the average of all user ratings.4 We categorize this type of review
information as “basic”.

3.2.2. Stylistic characteristics of review
The second type of information is the stylistic characteristics of a

review, which represent key features of reviewers' writing style that
cannot be easily derived by simply browsing the review texts. In
particular, we examine such review characteristics as the average
number of words in a sentence, the average number of characters per
word, etc. Table 4 lists the characteristics we have examined.

3.2.3. Semantic characteristics of review
The third type of information in a review is semantic character-

istics, which are related to the substance of the review. We argue that
the substance of reviews plays a major role in viewers' decision to
vote or not. For example, if a review does not make any sense (that is,
it is meaningless or irrelevant to the software reviewed), viewers may
not take the time to vote because they see the review as simply not
worth extra time required to do so.

However, examining the exact meaning of text is extremely
difficult and often subjective. As such, we turn to a more practical way
to parse the meaning of reviews with the help of Latent Semantic
4 One reviewer suggests to separate extremeness of user reviews into negative
extremeness and positive extremeness and test their effects on the number of
helpfulness votes in two situations: when reviews have relatively low ratings (e.g.,
below 2.5/5) and when reviews have relatively high ratings (e.g., above 2.5/5). Our
test result shows that both negative and positive extremeness have positive effects on
the number of votes in both situations except that positive extremeness has no
statistically significant effect on the number of votes when reviews have relatively low
ratings.
Analysis (LSA). LSA is a statistical approach to analyzing relationships
between a set of documents and terms in these documents that
produces a set of meaningful patterns related to the documents and
terms [6]. “LSA represents the words used in it, and any set of these words
– such as a sentence, paragraph, or essay – either taken from the original
corpus or new, as points in a very high dimensional semantic space” [18,
p.262]. For example, a concept produced by LSA may represent
features of some of documents. In our context, a concept like
“professionally written” may be a key feature of reviews with many
helpfulness votes. LSA has been employed in various studies in IS field
[19,26,29]. Our study, however, takes a different approach from
previous work. Rather than trying to identify what semantic
characteristic(s) causes viewers to vote on the helpfulness of reviews,
we examine the more fundamental question of whether semantic
characteristics as a whole have any impact on the number of
helpfulness votes that reviews receive. The semantic characteristics
of the reviews are analyzed by LSA, and more detailed information
about LSA and the text mining techniques employed to perform LSA
are discussed in the next section.

3.3. Text mining methodology

The LSA-based text mining methodology employed in this paper is
shown in Fig. 2. The left side of Fig. 2 shows steps of text mining
process, while the right side illustrates the outcome of each step. This
process includes text preprocessing, parsing, term reduction, singular
value decomposition (SVD), and factor analysis. Details of each step
are explained in the following sections.

3.3.1. Text preprocessing
In this step, we calculate the number of words, number of

sentences, words per sentence, number of characters per word, and
number of words of different length for the title, pros, cons, and
summary of each review. This preprocessing provides the stylistic
characteristics of the review. In order to obtain an overall view of the
review, we combined the title, pros, cons and summary of each review
into one text block. In other words, we treat title, pros, cons and
summary as a whole text item rather than four separate parts.

3.3.2. Parsing
In the parsing step, we used SAS® Enterprise Text Miner to

perform stemming, part-of-speech tagging and term identification.
The purpose of stemming is to treat words such as “take, taking, took,
taken, takes” as one term because they come from a common root
word. Part-of-speech tagging identifies the part-of-speech of each
term and classifies the term as a noun, verb, adjective, or other part-
of-speech. This step is important because each part of speech has a
different function in conveying the meaning of a sentence. Term
identification is used to regard a word in the text as one term after
stemming and part-of-speech tagging. Homonyms, words spelled the
same but belonging to different parts-of-speech, are counted as
multiple terms; multiple words with the same root, however, are
counted as only one term. For example, “drive” can be either a verb or
a noun. If both usages occur in the same text, they are treated as two
different terms rather than just one. In other words, if the verb “drive”
and the noun “drive” occurred in one review, they are to be identified
as two terms. The purpose of term identification is to construct a so-
called “term-by-frequency matrix” with each row referring to each
review text and each column representing each term. We illustrate
the concept in Table 5, wherein each cell of the matrix is a term
frequency, that is, the number of times that a term (column) appears
in a particular review (row). For example, the term “windows”
appears in review 1 twice. However, one of the problems of this
matrix is that when there are too many reviews and too many terms,
dimensions of the matrix become extremely large, which makes it
extremely difficult to conduct computations using this matrix. In our



Fig. 1. Screen shot of online user review at www.download.com (CNETD).
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data set, 16,168 terms were indentified in 3460 reviews, resulting in a
3460×16,168 matrix. Hence, another procedure is required in LSA
text mining procedure to reduce the number of terms, that is, the
number of columns in the matrix; the number of rows will remain the
same, as we want to know the difference between reviews.

3.3.3. Term reduction
One of the objectives of LSA is to discriminate one text from

another in a semantic sense. In our study, first, we try to discriminate
reviews with many helpfulness votes from those with none or very
few. Since relatively meaningless words such as “a, an, the” in the
reviews are not useful in discrimination, we compiled a list of the
meaningless words (generally called “stop words”) and eliminated
them from the Term-by-Frequency Matrix, which reduced the
number of columns.

Second, we deal with synonyms in the text. Since synonyms by
definition convey equivalent meanings, they are not very useful in
discriminating reviews. We compiled a synonyms dictionary to treat
synonyms as one single term. As a result, many synonyms are
consolidated into single terms in our analysis, resulting in fewer columns
in the matrix. A considerable number of terms were removed from the
matrix after the term reduction procedure. Originally there were 16,168
terms in our dataset and after term reduction, only 3457 remained.

However, only using term frequency cannot discriminate reviews
effectively. One term that appears very frequently in one review may
also appear so in other reviews. The most commonly used terms may
appear frequently in almost all review texts, and thus are not useful in
distinguishing one review from others. Conversely, the less frequent
and unique terms aremore useful. For example, in reviews of software
programs, the term “computer” may appear in many reviews,
including reviews that receive many helpfulness votes and reviews
that do not receive any votes, and thus it is not very useful to use the
term “computer” to discriminate reviews. On the other hand, the
Table 4
Stylistic Characteristics.

Description

Number of words in review
Number of sentences in the review
Average characters per word
Average words per sentence
Number of words in pros
Number of words in cons
Number of words in summary
Number of words in title
Number of 1-letter words in the review
Number of 2 to 9-letter words in the review, respectively
Number of 10 or more-letter words in the review
word “donno” (amisspelling of “don't know”) only appears in reviews
that receive no helpfulness votes, therefore, it is useful in distinguish-
ing these reviews from those that received many votes. In order to
solve this problem, the term frequencies are transformed by TF-IDF
(Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency, here, document
refers to review) weighting [25]. TF-IDF weighting is used to place
less weight on more frequent terms andmore weight on less frequent
terms. Eq. (1) is the standard formula of TF-IDF weighting.

wij = tfij � idfi ð1Þ

wherew is the weighted frequency, tfij is the term frequency of term i
in review j, idfi=log2(N/ni)+1, N is the number of reviews, and ni is
Term Reduction
(Stop words list)

(Synonyms)

Term-by-factor and document-
by-factor matrix

Singular Value
Decomposition

Factor Analysis
Factor loadings on terms
Factor loadings on documents

1.  Reduced-size review text
2.  Term-by-frequency matrix

Fig. 2. Text mining methodology.
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Table 5
An example of term-by-frequency matrix.

Windows Bug … Open source

Review 1 2 1 7
Review 2 7 0 … 5
… … … … …

Review 3460 0 5 … 0
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the frequency of term i in all reviews [12,25]. When a term appears
frequently across reviews, the inverse document frequency, idf, is
small, resulting in a smaller weight, and vice versa.

3.3.4. Singular value decomposition (SVD)
Although the term reduction process reduced a large number of

terms, there were still too many terms remaining (3457 terms in our
case). Singular value decomposition (SVD) was then implemented to
reduce the dimensionality (column, that is, terms) of the transformed
term-by-frequencymatrix. In fact, SVD sums up terms into groups and
therefore further reduces columns of the matrix. With SVD, a matrix
can be decomposed into the product of three matrices. “One matrix
describes the original row entities as vectors of derived orthogonal factor
values, another describes the original column entities in the same way,
and the third is a diagonal matrix containing scaling values such that
when the three matrices are multiplied, the original matrix is
reconstructed” [18, p. 263]. Limited by the space and scope of this
paper, we will not discuss the details of SVD; more information
regarding SVD can be found in [18].

3.3.5. Factor analysis
Following the SVD process, we perform the factor analysis, where

terms are grouped into factors and are given appropriate loadings. In
this study, terms with similar mathematical properties in the term-
by-frequency matrix are summed, forming an individual factor
(referred to as an “SVD factor” hereinafter). Each SVD factor
represents a summarization of words in reviews with similar
properties in a higher dimension, which is distinct from the other
SVD factors. In general, the number of factors is often chosen
subjectively by researchers based on features of data [26]. The
number of factors represents the number of semantic characteristics
from the reviews. As the purpose of this study is to examine whether
semantic characteristics as a whole affect the number of helpfulness
votes that reviews receive, we tried several numbers of factors,
namely, 50, 100, 150, and 200 for exploratory and demonstration
purposes.

For demonstration purposes, we report the 100-factor solution in
this paper. We have the document-by-factor matrix with each row
referring to each document and each column referring to each one of
the 100 factors. In other words, for each reviewwe had 100 SVD factor
loadings. The 100 SVD factors summarize semantic structure that
links terms with reviews in which they appear. The 100 SVD factor
loadings for each review are what we mean by “semantic character-
istics” of reviews in our research context. To put it differently, each
review now has 100 new variables to describe its semantic
characteristics, and these 100 variables will be used in the subsequent
analyses.

3.4. Empirical models

Using ordinal logistic regression (OLR) models, we investigate
relationships between three types of characteristics of online reviews
and the number of helpfulness votes that those reviews receive. OLR is
an extension of the binary logistic regression model where the
dependent variable can accommodate more than two categories. OLR
uses cumulative logits with ordinal dependent variables. The
dependent variable in our study is not whether or not a review
receives helpfulness vote(s) as in the binomial logistic regression, but
a “helpfulness rank” based on the number of votes a review receives.
An OLR model is particularly suitable for our study because we are
interested in not only whether a review receives at least one vote or
not (“yes” vs. “no” question, which is binary), but also what review
characteristics lead to more helpfulness votes (the effect of char-
acteristics is cumulative as the number of votes the review receives is
increases). Eqs. (2) and (3) depict the basics of our OLR approach.

g Pr Y ≤ i jxð Þð Þ = αi + β′x; i = 1;2;…; k ð2Þ

where Y is the dependent variable, the ranks are denoted by 1, 2 ... k,
α1, α2,…,αk are k intercept parameters, β is the vector of slope
parameters, β′ is the transpose of β, and x is the vector of independent
variables. The function g=g(μ) is called the link function that allows
the (μ) assumed response to be linearly related to the independent
variables. Pr(Y≤ i|x) is the probability that Y is smaller or equal to i,
conditioning on x. The log-odds scale has been used as the link
function as in the form of Eq. (3) [5,28].

gi Pr Y ≤ i jxð Þð Þ = ln
Pr Y ≤ i jxð Þ
Pr Y N i jxð Þ = ln

Pr Y ≤ i jxð Þ
1−Pr Y≤ i jxð Þ

= ln
∅1 xð Þ + ∅2 xð Þ + ⋯ + ∅i xð Þ

1− ∅1 xð Þ + ∅2 xð Þ + ⋯ + ∅i xð Þð Þ = αi + β′x;

i = 1;2;…; k

ð3Þ

where ∅i(x) is the probability of being in class i given x.
In our study, Y is the number of votes on helpfulness. “0” to “6”

denotes “0” to “6” number of votes respectively while “7” denotes “7
or more” votes. The distribution of the number of reviews with
different number of votes was presented earlier in Table 3. As noted
previously, we consolidated the reviewswith 7 or more votes into one
vote category to increase the power of the statistical analysis.

In order to examine what and how different characteristics of
reviews influence the number of votes they receive, we construct
five OLR models with various combinations of the three types of
characteristics, basic, stylistic and semantic. We explore whether
the effect of various single characteristics remains unchanged and
whether the addition of semantic characteristics has any additional
effect on the performance of the model. Table 6 presents the five
model descriptions. Models 1, 2, and 3 employ only one of three
characteristics respectively. Model 4 uses both basic and stylistic
characteristics. In model 5, we add semantic characteristics to
model 4. By comparing models 1, 2, and 3, we could see individual
impact of three types of characteristics on the number of
helpfulness vote. By comparing models 4 and 5, we investigate
the marginal impact of additional characteristics on the number of
helpfulness vote.

There are a large number of independent variables in the
aforementioned five models. In particular, there are 100 SVD factor
variables in models 3 and 5, which have much more variables than
models 1, 2 and 4. Adding more variables in the model may increase
the fit of the model by giving a smaller residual sum of squares;
however it may also decrease the model's predictive power. In order
to make the models more parsimonious and comparable, we employ
the stepwise variable selection method. The stepwise selection
method is a model selection process in which a new variable is
added into the model in each step, and then a test is conducted to
check if any variables can be deleted without appreciably increasing
the residual sum of squares (RSS) [13]. Thus, the final model should
have a reasonable fit with fewer variables. For instance, we have only
18 independent variables in model 5 in Table 9.



Table 7
Model comparison criteria.

Criteria Formula

Misclassification Rate MR =
numberof incorrectlyclassifiedcases

totalnumberof cases
AIC AIC=2k−2 ln(L)

where k is the number of parameters in the model,
and L is the maximized value of the likelihood function
for the estimated model.

Lift Ratio Lift =
PfCi jSampleg

PfCi jPopulationg
where P{Ci | Sample} is the portion of observations
contained in class Ci relative to the biased
sample population.
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3.5. Model comparison criteria

To compare the models, we choose three widely used fit indices:
misclassification rate, Akaike's Information criterion (AIC), and lift
ratio. Table 7 shows the mathematical formulas of these three criteria.

Misclassification rate is often used to see how inaccurate the
classification is. It calculates the proportion of wrong classifications in
total classifications. The larger the misclassification rate, the less
accurate is the classification, and the poorer performance of the
model is.

Akaike's Information criterion (AIC) is a measure of goodness-of-
fit proposed by Akaike [1]. It describes the tradeoff between bias and
variance in model construction, that is, between complexity and
precision of the model. It penalizes the addition of more variables into
the model while maintaining reasonable precision. The smaller the
AIC, the better the model is. We therefore use AIC index to compare
the models.

The lift ratio is a widely used model accuracy measure in data
mining literature. It is a measure of the performance of a model in
segmenting the population. The lift ratio of a subset of the population
is the ratio of the predicted response rate for that subset to the
predicted response rate for the population. It measures the perfor-
mance of an estimated model as compared to random selection from
the population. As a rule of thumb, the larger the lift ratio, the better
the performance of the model will be.

4. Results and discussion

Table 8 summarizes the empirical results of comparing the five OLR
models. Model 5, which combines all three characteristics of reviews,
has the lowest misclassification rate and AIC index with the highest lift
ratio; therefore it has the best performance among all models. The
results indicate that integrating semantic characteristics into the model
along with basic and stylistic characteristics significantly enhances the
performance of the model. Such a finding suggests that semantic
characteristics play a very important role in influencing the number of
helpfulness votes a review receives. Model 4, which uses only basic and
stylistic characteristics, ranks the second in two performance criteria
(misclassification rate and AIC). Model 2, which uses only stylistic
characteristics performs theworst in two criteria (Misclassification rate
and lift ratio), with the third criterion (AIC) just a little better than
Model 3. These findings indicate that stylistic characteristics are the
least critical criterion to encourage helpfulness votes from users.

As discussed previously, model 5, which contains all three types of
characteristics, has the best fit. In order to examine exactly what
characteristics have the key impact on the number of helpfulness
votes, we investigate model 5 further to include the parameter
estimates, standard error, Wald test statistics for the parameters and
corresponding P values. Table 9 shows results of the investigation.
After applying stepwise OLR, only 18 variables are included in model
5, including one control variable (whether the software is free or free-
to-try), three basic characteristic variables (days since posting,
Table 6
Model descriptions.

Model Description of explanatory variables (x) # of independent
variables

Model 1 Use only basic characteristics
of the reviews (Basic)

5

Model 2 Use only stylistic characteristics
of the reviews (Style)

19

Model 3 Use only semantic characteristics
of the reviews (SVD factor loadings)

100

Model 4 Use basic characteristics+stylistic characteristics 24
Model 5 Use basic characteristics+stylistic

characteristics+SVD factor loadings
124
difference between reviewer rating and average rating, and whether
summary has content or not), three stylistic characteristic variable
(number of 4-letter words, number of words in cons, and number of
words in title), and eleven semantic variables.

Eight findings are summarized below:

First, we find that the P values for the estimates of control, basic,
and stylistic variables are all smaller than 0.01, indicating they are
statistically significant at 99% confidence level. The P values for six
of eleven semantic characteristics are also smaller than 0.01,
demonstrating statistical significance at 99% confidence level. The
P values for the other five semantic variables are smaller than 0.05,
illustrating statistical significance at 95% confidence level.
Second, we note that the estimate for “number of 4-letter words” is
positive, indicating that with more 4-letter words, the review is
likely to receive more helpfulness votes. The rationale lies in the
fact that 4-letter words are easier to read and understand than
longer words, and as such it appears that users prefer easy-to-read
reviews and tend to vote on them more often.
Third, it is also interesting to find that the estimate for “number of
words in cons” is positive, indicating that the more words in the
cons part of the review, the more helpfulness votes the review is
likely to receive. Online purchase is a risky venture for most
consumers; hence they tend to pay more attention to the negative
part of reviews on the product as shown in “cons” part [26]. As a
result, more words in “cons” part of the review may encourage
more people to read it and then vote on it. This finding is consistent
with widely known “negativity bias” effect in psychology, which
states that there is a generally bias in humans to give greater
weight on negative entities [24].
Fourth, we find that the estimate for “number of words in title” is
negative, demonstrating that the more words in the title part of
the review, the fewer votes it is likely to receive. A possible
explanation would be that too much information contained in the
title may discourage people from reading the entire review before
voting on it.
Fifth, it is also worth noting that the estimate for “the difference
between reviewer rating and the average rating” is positive, which
Table 8
Fit statistics for model comparison.

Model Misclassification
rate

Akaike's
information
criterion

Lift ratio

Model 1: Basic characteristics (Basic) 0.48301 9863.15 5.92
Model 2: Style characteristics (Style) 0.48589 9920.73 4.32
Model 3: SVD factors (SVD) 0.48560 9990.31 4.64
Model 4: Basic+Style 0.48243 9792.87 5.76
Model 5: Basic+Style+SVD 0.47753 9599.26 7.36



Table 9
Parameter Estimates of OLR Model 5 (Basic+Style+SVD).

Parameter Estimate Standard
error

Wald
Chi-squarea

PrNChiSq

Intercept 7 −2.0271 0.2364 73.53 b .0001
Intercept 6 −1.4494 0.2302 39.64 b .0001
Intercept 5 −0.9653 0.2275 18.00 b .0001
Intercept 4 −0.6245 0.2264 7.61 0.0058
Intercept 3 −0.0302 0.2254 0.02 0.8936
Intercept 2 0.6781 0.2256 9.03 0.0026
Intercept 1 1.7121 0.2273 56.71 b .0001
Number of 4-letter wordsb 0.5575 0.0510 119.46 b .0001
Days since posting −0.3595 0.0324 122.90 b .0001
Number of words in cons 0.1042 0.0300 12.05 0.0005
Number of words in title −0.1814 0.0634 8.19 0.0042
Difference between reviewer
rating and average rating

0.3347 0.0572 34.25 b .0001

Software is free −0.2899 0.0386 56.26 b .0001
No summary content 0.5634 0.0647 75.81 b .0001
_SVD_1c −3.7324 0.2728 187.16 b .0001
_SVD_17 −1.2906 0.3493 13.65 0.0002
_SVD_24 −0.9857 0.3179 9.61 0.0019
_SVD_25 −1.0768 0.3782 8.11 0.0044
_SVD_45 0.9274 0.3663 6.41 0.0113
_SVD_47 −0.8456 0.3472 5.93 0.0149
_SVD_6 0.8156 0.2550 10.23 0.0014
_SVD_61 −0.7684 0.3634 4.47 0.0345
_SVD_67 −1.1182 0.3878 8.32 0.0039
_SVD_71 −0.6839 0.3190 4.60 0.0320
_SVD_73 0.7856 0.3280 5.74 0.0166

a The Wald test is used to test the statistical significance of each coefficient estimate.
b The Italic parameters are log transformed.
c The “_SVD_” is the prefix of SVD factor loadings. “_SVD_1” refers to the loading on

the first SVD factor, and “_SVD_17” refers to the loading on the 17th SVD factor, and so
on. 11 out of 100 SVD factors are found to be significantly related to the number of
helpfulness votes.
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indicates that the larger the difference between reviewers' rating
and the average rating on the review, the more votes the review is
likely to receive. This difference represents the extremeness of the
review. A review that is drastically different from the average
reviews (more extreme) is more likely to stand out and attract
significantly more attention from the users. We do not separate
extreme positive and extreme negative reviews in this study, since
our results suggest that the “extremeness” of the reviews plays an
important role in influencing the helpfulness votes, regardless of
positive or negative.
Sixth, it is unusual for us to find that the estimate for “days since
posting” is negative, indicating that the longer the review has been
posted, the fewer votes it is likely to receive. One of the possible
explanations is that users prefer the more recent reviews in that
the reviewers of the more recent reviews could integrate
information in earlier reviews and tend to be more accurate.
Seventh, the results also show that the estimate for “whether the
software is free” is negative, indicating that if the review is about
free software, it appears to receive fewer votes. In other words, if
the review is about free-to-try (one needs to pay to continue to use
it after a trial period of time) software, it seems to receive more
votes. Although some software programs are free-to-try and with
no commitment to buy, some reviewers will eventually purchase
them if they like the program after the free trial. Hence, there is a
financial “stake” in their reviews which in turn, are taken more
seriously by viewers. Therefore, these reviews appear to receive
more helpfulness votes. One of potential problems is that the
software owners, especially for free-to-try software, may have the
incentive to manipulate user reviews. However, we believe this
should not be a concern in our study. First, we are not studying
whether the reviews will result in more downloads, which may
potentially lead to more purchase. Our focus is on why users vote
on the helpfulness of a specific review. Even though a review
maybe from a software owner, that wouldn't influence the
incentive for users to vote on the helpfulness of that review.
Second, assuming software owners would post very positive
reviews for their product, which may lead to more downloads
from users, but eventually whether to buy the product still
depends on user experience of trying the software in the first
place. Hence, more fraudulent reviews from same owners may
quickly incur suspense from both users and CNET, which may
result in very negative responses as happened in Amazon.com in
their early stage of adopting a user review system. Finally, we have
included a dummy variable to control whether the software is free
or free-to-try, which shall tease out the potentially different
impact of these two types. For using the free-to-try software, users
have no obligations to purchase the software only if they want to
do so. If they would like to purchase the software after down-
loading the trial (light) version, they have to go to the software
owner's own site and transaction will not involve CNET. Therefore,
in nature, these two types of software have no difference on CNET
since the only decision users have to make on CNET website is to
download or not.

Finally, the estimates for some of the SVD variables are positive
while others are negative, indicating that certain words have
positive impact on encouraging helpfulness votes while other
words have negative impact. In our study, we do not attempt to
explore the details of SVD factors and instead examine semantic
characteristics as a whole with an emphasis on their effect on the
number of helpfulness votes that reviews receive. The empirical
results show that semantic characteristics do have a significant
impact on the number of helpfulness votes, with certain words
encouraging more votes while other words discouraging votes.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we examine a previously ignored yet important
research question concerning the online user reviews: Why do some
reviews not receive any votes on their helpfulness, while other
reviews receive many votes? The helpfulness voting mechanism
works effectively only when online user reviews receive helpfulness
votes. We address this question by investigating the impact of various
characteristics of online user reviews on the number of helpfulness
votes that reviews receive. We categorize characteristics of online
reviews into three types, namely, basic, stylistic and semantic. Text
mining techniques and ordinal logistic regression models are
employed to investigate more than 3400 online reviews of 87
different software programs from CNET Download.com. A number
of practical and research implications can be derived from this study.

This study is complementary to the previous work on the
helpfulness of online user reviews. Helpfulness votes on user reviews
help online users locate the most potentially helpful reviews more
efficiently and effectively for their decisions. Previous studies made
efforts to predict the helpfulness of reviews without any helpfulness
votes for users tomake informed decisions. This study approaches this
problem from a different perspective to facilitate users' decision-
making. Rather than predicting the helpfulness, this study examines
the factors influencing the number of helpfulness votes reviews
receive. These perspectives are important in helping online users get
quality information efficiently. The major contribution of this study
would be to get more understanding on what are most important
factors to attract more helpfulness votes.
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This study also has significant implications for website designers in
that it can guide them in designing helpfulness voting mechanisms
that may garner more helpfulness votes. Reviews with more
helpfulness votes provide users more information about other
people's opinions about the helpfulness of reviews. Our findings
indicate that some design features encourage voting while others
curtail viewers' voting intention. For example, semantic character-
istics have the most impact on the number of helpfulness votes that
reviews received. Websites could provide incentives to encourage
reviewers to write more meaningful comments. In addition, websites
could provide more ranking options (e.g. based on the extremeness of
opinion) to rank the reviews instead of ranking the most recent
reviews first.

Our findingsmay have important implications for other behavioral
researchers by providing a new perspective on the online user voting
behavior. In addition to confirm the widely known “negative bias”
effect [24], our results show that the reviews with the most extreme
opinions have a higher probability of getting more votes, suggesting
that people tend to paymore attention to those extreme opinions. The
effect of “extreme opinions” on other's attention has not been much
discussed in previous information systems research and might be an
interesting area for future research.

In addition, the text mining methodology employed in this study
was found to be effective in extracting semantic characteristics from
the review text. Our findings suggest that the semantic characteristics
of reviews have more significant impact than other characteristics on
the number of helpfulness votes that reviews receive.

This exploratory study has several limitations. Although we found
that semantic characteristics play an important role in encouraging
helpfulness votes, we limited the semantic characteristics to an
aggregated level and did not delve into the specific semantic
characteristics, and which characteristics encourage more helpfulness
votes. In addition, when extracting semantic characteristics using
latent semantic analysis, we arbitrarily chose four sizes of SVD factors
and did not investigate each factor's effect; the rationale for this is that
the present study is a “proof-of-concept” designed to demonstrate our
research purpose. Another limitation of this study is that our analysis
is based on online reviews of software applications and as a result, it
might not be generalizable to reviews for other online products or
services. However characteristics we used in this study are universal
for online user reviews and as such the analytical methodology can be
easily replicated and applied to other online products or services.

The aforementioned limitations also call for future research. First, it
would be interesting to delve deeper to investigate each specific
semantic characteristic of online reviews. Each SVD factor can be
carefully examined to determine whether it conveys meaningful
information, and whether reviews with many helpfulness votes are
more associated with SVD factors with more meaningful information.
This approach would allow us to discover patterns that potentially
encouragemore helpfulness votes. Second, it would also be interesting
to examine and determine the number of SVD factors we should use in
the analysis. As suggested by Sidorova et al. [26], it is important to test
different numbers of SVD factors using multiple datasets, and then
choose the numbers of factors that carries the greatest weight to
investigate in the particular research context. Another interesting
future work to extend the current study is to investigate the
“extremeness” effect on online users' behavior. In this study, our
finding suggests that reviews with extreme opinions may have
significant impact on users' helpfulness votes. More investigation is
needed in future work to investigate to what extent the valence
(positive or negative) of reviews influences the users' perception, and
to what extent such a impact varies over the product life cycle. In
addition, the extremeness level of reviews could be further separated
into positive and negative extremeness. More detailed investigation in
future studies shall include data from other industries to take a closer
look at the impact of positive and negative extremeness of reviews.
This study can also be extended in several other directions. We
focus only on investigating user reviews in this study and we
intentionally left out editorial staff reviews at CNET. CNET's editorial
staff reviews a small number of the software programs, with an
emphasis on popular software programs. The portion of software
programs that has been reviewed by CNET editorial staff is less than
10%. The sample size will be reduced significantly if we only look at
software programs that have CNET ratings. Considering the small
percentage of software programs with CNET ratings and the
randomness of our sample, we do not examine the influence of
CNET rating in this study. Yet it is definitely interesting and important
to study the difference of the impact of these two sources of reviews in
future work. In addition, online user reviews posted for the same
software may share common features. In other words, reviews posted
for the same software are not independent. The more recent reviews
tend to be more accurate and “mature” since they could “borrow” and
“integrate” the contents and opinions that have been raised in the
earlier reviews, thereby may attract more votes on helpfulness. It
would be very interesting to explore this non-independency of online
user reviews in future research.
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